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Percy Jackson is about to be kicked out of boarding school...again. And that's the least of his

troubles. Lately, mythological monsters and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking straight

out of the pages of Percy's Greek mythology textbook and into his life. Book #1 in the NYT

best-selling series, with cover art from the feature film, The Lightning Thief.
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The main characters of Percy Jackson the Lighting Thief are Percy, Grover, Annabeth. Percy is a

creditable person because he is ready to take any challenge that comes his way. Percy is trying to

return the master bolt to Zeus so there is no conflict among the gods like Zeus, Poseidon, Hades.

The main characters were helping Percy return the master bolt to Zeus and help Grover get his

searcher license to try to find Pan, a centaur god. Annabeth goes on her first quest from here on

they run into problems like they had to fight off medusa, Wolves, an old lady Ares and Luke and

another monsters.My favorite character is Percy because he was developed a strong character after

he lost his mother. Grover, Annabeth, and the other characters faced and beat Medusa but could



not defeat an old fat lady that had the Chihuahua that turned into a beast that almost killed Percy. At

the end he had to face the god of war, Ares almost killed Percy with a sword that look like shotgun.

Percy won the battle which made him a really strong character.I can relate to Percy, as I had to

leave my old friends when I started a new school. I lost important friends like how Percy lost his

mother to Hades. I really like the book for being things that I like fighting, a little of drama, and

adventure which make the book really great and fun to read. My favorite part of the book is when

they chopped off MedusaÃ¢Â€Â™s head and sent it to the gods., I would recommend this book

since it so great to read it has things that people can relate to in book. This book is great for

someone that likes fighting, drama, magic, adventure, and etc.-Nicholas

Wow. Just take a second and think of the best book you've ever read.Was it different to all other

books you've ever read, was it vivid or exciting or did you feel like you were there witnessing what

the author wrote about? Did the plot take a new direction every time you thought you knew what

was going to happen? Anyway,just imagine writing one of those books.Impossible right?So

appreciate what this author has writen about because it has to be a favourite book of many people

as it holds all the qualities you look for in a good book.This book weaves Greek mythology into

modern life.I would recommend this book for around 10 years up. It contains a bit of sword fighting

and some difficult words.I didn't feel like it was a definite 5star book but I would give it a good 4 and

a half. Unfortunately you can only give an exact rate. Thanks for reading this.

I am a Fangirl. I have been obsessed with the this series for about a year and 3 months now. I can

honestly say that these books changed my life. I have a better outlook.If you want a book that will

make you squeal with anticipation, feel for the characters, and make you fall in love, then you

should definitely read this. And continue with the rest of the series as well.Percabeth (Annabeth and

Percy's ship/couple name) has taken hold on you, no matter how you try and deny it. The book

brings out the best and worst in you, making you so undeniably human that it is almost funny. You

will laugh, feel, and smile along with the trio in this fantastic work of art. Not fiction. Art.The stories

may be made up, but you know what? The emotions are real. I have struggled with self esteem and

fitting in in my past. These books helped me realize that everyone has good and bad in them. The

characters, as sad as it may seem, have become my closest friends.If you are a parent trying to find

a good fit for you child, as long sat they are at least 11 this is a great idea. I learned the magic of

friendship, hope, believing in myself. I also learned hard lessons like; not trusting everyone entirely,

death, fear, and even abuse, in a fun and safe environment. There was no swearing which is



something hard to find these days. I am I love with these books, and I hope that soon you'll join

me.Look, I really, really want to be a demigod.

Don't judge this book by the movie. This book is fantastic. When I was younger I loved Greek

Mythology. I read all the myths I could and owned several books on the subject. The crazy thing

about this book is I can totally see Percy Jackson taking place in one of my old books. It is

essentially a modern day Greek Myth.Its full of God's and Monsters and Heroes all wrapped up in

an awesome and fun story filled with great characters. The best part is that this is just the first book.

There are five books in the Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Five more in the sequel series The

Heroes of Olympus, three more in the Kane Chronicles which are the Egyptian counterparts, three

short stories that combine the Percy Jackson characters with the Kane Chronicles characters, one

book so far in the Magnus Chase series which in the Norse Counterpart with another one coming

out later this year. And coming soon a new series that's another sequel to The Heroes of Olympus.

All of his stories build on each other and they all start here.Definitely worth reading.

Never a dull moment. Percy Jackson is a strong willed godling who takes on more than he can

chew with the fear of uncertainty but the courage of optimism. The book was adventurous and a

thrill to read as these kids make their way to uncover the truth. Truly a great book to read whether

you're a kid or an adult.
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